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California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Without your battery, your
precious vehicle is not going anywhere, period. Battery is a critical component that gets your
car going. Its health affects whether your vehicle can run smoothly or at all. Therefore, buying
the best car battery that is suitable for your specific vehicle as well as knowing how to take care
of it is among the most important car maintenance jobs for every car owner. This not only
ensures optimal performance but will also prevent unnecessary damage to other parts and
components. Some of them simply wear out from repetitive charging and discharging, while in
case of the careless drivers, some might die prematurely and require expensive car battery
replacement. Securing the best car battery with superior performance and lifespan therefore
one of the best things you can do for your four-wheeled investment. And the next best thing is
to understand the specific type of battery you have and how to care for it so that it will provide
you with excellent service for many years to come. Whether you are a novice or a veteran, you
have come to the right place. Otherwise, spend some more time understanding the different
types of batteries, the best car battery brands, how long they last and other useful information
to get the most out of your batteries. Below are the best rated car battery on the market, based
on their specifications as well as proven performance and lifespan based on in-depth car
battery reviews from verified purchases. There is something for every car owner in this list,
regardless of your performance-related priorities and budget. What do the batteries do? The
battery is the vital component that gets your car running. These cells are what contain the
actual energy needed to start and run your car. When you turn the key, a chemical reaction
occurs inside the battery. The battery converts this chemical energy into the electrical energy
and it delivers this electrical energy to the starter to power your car. Power to run the car is
stored in the battery and is measured in voltage. A battery is fully charged when it holds When a
battery goes down to When you have a weak battery, your car ends up putting additional stress
on the charging system or the alternator and the starter motor. If you do not inspect, test and
charge or replace your batteries if needed, you could wind up replacing expensive electrical
partsâ€”typically without warning. Before jumping into the car battery reviews , educate
yourself with their types, which will come handy when you will be shopping for the best auto
battery. Each type comes with their own unique benefits, which you should know about before
making any decision. Another way to categorie car batteries is by their design and technology.
Design-wise, there are three types: lead-acid battery being the most commonly used in vehicles
nowadays, while Lithium ion batteries and NiMh batteries are later and more advanced
inventions. Our handpicked list of the very best car battery does include products that can act
as both starting batteries and deep cycle batteries. Understanding how they differ will help you
decide whether you are willing to pay for such versatility. In contrast, a deep cycle battery is a
battery designed to handle many thousands of cycles of deep discharge and recharge over its
lifetime. Another key difference in comparison with starting batteries is the speed of discharge.
Deep cycle batteries are also designed to discharge slowly, thereby providing steady power for
several hours at a time instead of delivering an instant surge of high voltage for a very short
time. This feature makes deep cycle batteries ideal for camping applications. Lead acid batteries
are the most common type, which rely on a lead-acid chemical reaction to get things moving.
Once the battery jolts the engine to life, power for the car is supplied by the alternator. Most
vehicles come with a generic SLI battery from the factory. This category is further divided into
flooded, gel and Absorbed Glass Mat. All three types work under the same concept: one lead
plate and one lead oxide plate are submerged in an electrolyte solution of sulfuric acid that
triggers a reaction between the two plates. A combination of such two plates is called a cell,
where the chemical energy is stored in the battery. A typical lead acid battery has six cells. Each
cell is able to produce about 2-volts of energy. In most car batteries you have six cells, and
therefore a volt battery. The sulfuric acid will trigger a reaction on the lead dioxide plate,
causing the plate to produce two things: ions and lead sulphate. The ions produced by the lead

dioxide plate react to the adjacent plate to produce hydrogen and lead sulphate. The result is a
chemical reaction that produces electrons. The electrons race around the plates and generate
electricity. The electricity flows out of the battery terminals to start your engine and power the
electrical devices like radio, interior lights and headlights. What is interesting is that this
chemical reaction is entirely reversible, which is why you can jumpstart your battery and
continue to charge it throughout the duration of its life. By applying current to the battery at just
the right voltage, lead and lead dioxide will form on the plates and you can reuse your battery
until it retires from old age and requires replacement. While charging a lead acid battery, the
battery generates oxygen and hydrogen gas, which can be explosive. This is why batteries are
typically mounted under the hood, where they dissipate and do not become condensed. When
installing a battery in the trunk, a firewall must be installed to protect the passengers. The
battery box must also be vented to the exterior of the vehicle. The newcomers to the automotive
battery realm are lithium ion batteries and NiMh batteries. These batteries are commonly used in
rechargeable applications for cell phones and other portable devices. Compared to the old lead
acid batteries, these two are very stable and hold a charge for a long period of time, with the
ability to release that charge quickly. Lithium ion batteries are very similar to NiMh batteries
below. Lithium batteries are the most efficient battery type and hold a static charge for the
longest, which explains their whopping price. These batteries are becoming more prevalent in
high-performance applications, especially where performance requires the batteries to be as
light as possible. In fact, Porsche recently replaced the conventional lead acid batteries, which
typically weigh around 40 pounds, for Lithium Ion, which weigh only about 13 pound. The only
downside is Lithium Ion batteries are not ideal for use in very cold weather, as they can be
damaged in temperatures below freezing. NiMh batteries charge fast, but they have a faster
discharge rate when idle. These are the type of batteries used in hybrid vehicles. NiMh batteries
use hydrogen-absorbing alloy as the negative electrode, and nickel oxyhydroxide as the
positive side. This type of deep cycle battery, also called wet-cell batteries, requires two
important maintenance processes. Firstly, flooded lead-acid batteries lose water during the
charge cycle. They must be refilled regularly with distilled water every weeks as needed to
function properly and stay healthy. Note that you should only use distilled water since
non-distilled water, like tap water, has small particles and contaminants, which weakens the
battery chemistry. Secondly, flooded lead acid batteries should be equalized occasionally to
make sure each cell is equally charged. You can do this by applying a controlled overcharge
once every days. More on the instructions for a controlled equalizing charge in the Frequently
Asked Questions at the end of this guide. Another distinct feature is that flooded batteries
produce gas when overcharging. This gas must escape to avoid damage to the battery via some
type of ventilation, which is why this type of battery is sometimes called vented cell battery.
Easier to maintain, sealed batteries do not require water refilling and equalizing charge. Gel
batteries are absolutely spill-proof and almost maintenance free. Their cells contain acid that
has been turned into a solid mass by adding Silica Gel, so it is impossible for them to spill acid
even if broken. However, gel batteries have several disadvantages. One is that they must be
charged at a lower voltage than the other three types of deep cycle batteries. In extremely hot
climates, water loss can cause premature battery death in years. Secondly, they will be
permanently damaged if they are fast charged using a regular charger. Such fast charging will
generate excess gas that can damage the cells, since these batteries produce gas when
overcharged just like flooded batteries. AGM batteries are also sealed, spill-proof,
maintenance-free and will not leak acid even if broken. Being the most recent and advanced
invention and offered at about the same price point of the gel type above, AGM batteries offer
significant advantages over both the traditional flooded batteries and gel batteries. In particular,
the best AGM battery has the highest charging efficiency, tolerates a much deeper depth of
discharge than flooded batteries without suffering damages, and can very well withstand low
temperatures. They are also much more resistant to vibration and impact, which makes them
ideal for a greater number of camping applications too. AGM batteries also have smart features
like electronic safety, convenience features, fuel-saving stop-start systems and power outlets
for mobile electronic devices. AGM batteries is becoming the most preferred type of automotive
batteries thanks to its well-rounded performance and superior value for money. Thus, in this
best car battery review article, we only focus on reviewing the best rated car batteries using
AGM technology. Otherwise, skip to the next sections to learn the most important buying
criteria and other tips to select just the best car battery for your needs. Odyssey PC Battery is
the first name in our list for being the most well-rounded product. If you are looking for a double
duty battery, Odyssey will be a perfect choice for you: it works both as a starting battery and a
solid deep cycle battery that can withstand deep discharges without suffering any deterioration
or permanent damages. Odyssey PC can handle up to cycles at 80 percent depth of discharge.

This is truly wow-inducing, given that most batteries can only withstand up to 50 percent of
discharge, or else they would die prematurely. Thanks to these capabilities as well as its
excellent charging efficiency, this battery is also popular among campers and RVers. With a
strong and rugged construction, this battery can tolerate shock and vibrations. Therefore, it can
work well even if you drive in rough terrains. Besides, the design of Odyssey PC contains pure
lead plates which prevent spills. Another benefit of Odyssey PC is this battery has thrice the
lifespan and twice the power of the average AGM batteries sold in the market. And extreme
temperatures would have minimal impact on its performance, as this battery is designed to
overcome extremely hot or cold weather, enabling it to last as long as possible. With such
superior performance yet offered at a reasonable price point, Odyssey PC is often hailed as the
best car battery for the money, in or many years after. The only problem with this battery is it is
prone to overcharging. According to its manufacturer, car owners can use the XS Power D as an
additional battery to supply extra power needed for an aftermarket system or as a replacement
for the standard battery. It is ideal for W car audio sound systems. Coming fully sealed in a
heavy-duty reinforced ABS plastic case, another benefit is that D can resist physical impact and
extreme high temperatures. Hence, it should be easy to understand that your engine will fire up
immediately after you turn your car key. This smart design ensures unbeatable output, ultra low
ohms and maximum vibration resistance. This product comes with a month warranty. An
important note if you opt for this battery: Slow drain kills these batteries. But if you leave it
hooked in the car for a long time, the slow drain will make it fail faster than the cheapest battery
you can buy. VMAX is consistently rated as a reliable deep cycle battery that still functions well
after repeated deep discharges. This makes them suitable for a number of camping
applications, and a favorite option for recreational vehicles as well as small boats. However, this
battery cannot be used for cranking purposes. In addition to the leak-free design and heavy
duty VMAX grids that allow for a longer lifespan, its dimensions are 7. Thus, this cool battery is
ideal for every type of vehicle, from heavy trucks to sports cars, only except for BMW cars. Its
excellent cold cranking AMPs means it can still deliver excellent performance even in extreme
environments. ACDelco 94RAGm has high-density negative paste which helps to enhance
overall battery life and performance. It is also a pressure tested and sealed battery with vent
caps to prevent any kind of leaks and provide resistance to extreme shock. If you are looking
for a small car battery with excellent performance, Optima D35 YellowTop is a good fit for you.
This extra compact and portable battery makes it ideal for smaller cars and boats. This battery
is designed to provide deep-cycling capability and a lot of power to meet your vehicle needs if
your car has a lot of extra accessories. It is powerful enough to start a small or mid-sized
outboard motor with the ability to deliver cold cranking AMPs. This battery has a minute reserve
capacity. Rest assured that this battery can withstand a lot of abuse on the road and will stay
with you for a long time. A feature that sets it apart from competitors is its durable and thick
plastic exterior for excellent vibration resistance. This small yet tough battery offers 15 times
the average level of vibration resistance compared to other models on the market. This Optima
D35 YellowTop is also hailed as one of the most environmentally friendly and safe for users. It is
also a good product for seasonal use as it has a very low self-discharge rate, allowing you to
store your car all winter time without any trouble. The only downside is its high risk of
overcharging. DieHard is ideal for the F range. It has a lifespan of up to twice that of an average
lead-acid battery and is often rated as one of the best deep cycle battery for a wide number of
applications. DieHard is recommended for vehicles with heavy loading capacity and a complex
mechanism because of its ability to deliver and maintain sufficient charge. A feature that makes
DieHard special, even among the heavy duty batteries, is its exceptional CCA ratings, which
allows it to function well even in extreme weather conditions. Another highlight is its advanced
design with electrolyte suspension and safeguards internal components. Cold-cranking amps
CCA is a measure of how well the battery starts an engine during extreme cold weather and is a
crucial car batteries ratings. Each vehicle model requires a certain amount of amperage to start,
especially in cold weather. If you live in a cold climate when temperatures can go well below
freezing point, you may want to look for a battery with a higher CCA rating to prevent no-start
issues in cold mornings. Reserve capacity indicates how long a battery can run a vehicle if the
charging system, which consists of the alternator, stator, and rotor, fails. In general, 30 minutes
of power is considered average, while 2 hours and above are considered superior reserve
capacity. A way to test actual reserve capacity is to measure the amount of time it takes a fully
charged battery to be discharged down to At that level, the car will be unable to start without a
jump-start. Another way is to measure how long you can accidentally leave the headlights on
and still get the car started without needing a jump-start. Battery life is tested by repeatedly
discharging and recharging the battery until performance drops to unacceptable levels.
Frequent exposure to high temperatures deteriorates batteries quickly due to increasing plate

corrosion and the electrolyte needed for current vaporizing more quickly. That said, if you plan
on keeping your vehicle for up to 10 years, a higher grade battery that is designed to last longer
would be a wiser investment. We all know that every vehicle requires a specific type of battery.
Each vehicle needs a different amount of power and differently sized battery. For instance,
many cars come with AGMs to support an increasing array of electrical components, and the
charge system may be configured specifically for an AGM battery. Below is a battery size
groups for your preference. However, do note that the flooded type of lead-acid batteries require
more maintenance. They lose water during the charge cycle, thus they require to be filled with
distilled water only every weeks as needed to function properly and stay healthy. Furthermore,
flooded lead acid batteries should be equalized occasionally to make sure each cell is equally
charged. Therefore, if you are not a handyman or would want to save time, you should buy a
maintenance-free battery whenever possible, which is either a gel type or a fuss-free AGM.
Batteries lose their strength even when we store them carefully. Therefore, you should always
buy a new one which was manufactured within the last 6 months to make sure what you buy is
the best car battery at that time. Tip: To know how old your battery is, you can check the fouror five-digit date code on the cover of your battery case. The first part of the code is key and
consists of a letter and a digit, for instance D A letter is assigned to each month: A for January,
B for February and so on. The number that follows denotes the year: for instance, 8 for , 9 for , 0
for , 11 for , 12 for and so on. Buying a battery which has a lot of reviews is a smart choice as
this battery is tested by auto enthusiasts and consumer communities. All you have to do is read
reviews or check consumer reports on commercial sites selling the battery to get information
about the battery or other types of batteries sold there. A safe bet is to grab one from a major
manufacturer with positive reviews. You can find in the next section a list of the most
prestigious car battery brands with proven track records. But they can easily be recycled, and
most retailers will dispose of the old one for you. Sometimes when buying a new battery at a
store, you might have to pay an extra small amount that will be refunded when you return the
old battery. Need a new car battery? Watch the video below to know how to choose the right
type:. If you are well informed and know what suits your vehicle best, feel free to grab a lesser
known battery, especially if you have had positive experience with a particular model before.
Otherwise, going for reputed brands is your safest bet. Prestigious manufacturers often offer
better customer service, plus if you are opting for a popular model from a big brand, you will be
able to gather more reviews and instructional videos from fellow drivers. Below are the biggest
names in the market with many of the best car battery models:. DieHard batteries from Sears are
considered one of the best car battery manufacturers these days. Initially, the core purpose of
manufacturing this battery was to make it last longer than the car and has accomplished it to
some extent, though. Sears also offers 3-year warranties, which is quite desirable. Odyssey is a
great battery brand that you have to take into your consideration. This company has been
creating a wide range of batteries that are both durable and reliable by using the latest
innovations and technologies, leading them to the top of the battery market. Their products are
superior and have longer lifespan compared to other competitors. Odyssey batteries are
suitable for most applications from industrial, commercial, automatic and military uses. NAPA
offers eighty-four series of car batteries for every kind of vehicle and every kind of weather too.
The brand also makes batteries of many sizes. Several batteries from NAPA are consistently
included in best car battery lists from reputed organizations like the Consumer Report. This
brand makes tough deep cycle batteries that can function well in the hottest and coldest
weather. You can only buy this battery brand at Costco in the US. This brand offers products
with high recital and AMP ranking at half the price of comparable models from competitors. In
fact, you can get the full refund if the battery falls short, regardless of the cause. The
corrosion-free terminal and the massive reservoir make the batteries from this brand last long
and deliver reliable service for many years down the road. Despite all these qualities, AC Delco
batteries are highly affordable, making them popular with budget buyers who do not want to
sacrifice performance nonetheless. Duralast is a brand owned by the same manufacturer that
makes DieHard and Sear. This brand is up to par with DieHard in many aspects, despite its
extremely agreeable average price tag. You can find these high-quality batteries at WalMart with
a free installation fee. Car batteries last, on average, three to five years. Once your battery is
over three years old, it is time for close monitoring. To know how old your battery is, you can
check the four- or five-digit date code on the cover of your battery case. Making sure your car
battery is charged properly is critical to maximizing its life and better gives you an enjoyable
and hassle-free driving experience with your vehicle. The most common signs that your car
battery needs charging or must be replaced:. A super convenient way to find out if your battery
has enough charge is to use a multimeter. It is a simple tool to test the state of your car battery
at home and in no time, saving you time and money with the mechanics. For a step-by-step

guide on how to safely test your car batteries at home, refer to the comprehensive guides
below. Batteries are prone to the problem called natural discharge or self-discharge, in which
internal chemical reactions reduce the stored charge of the battery without any connection
between the electrodes or any external circuit. Therefore, if your vehicle is going to be idle for
an extended period of time, for example you need to put your recreational vehicle into storage
in the winter, consider having a float charger to keep it fully charged. Even though a float
charger automatically monitors and charges the battery, it is always recommended that you
periodically take a look to make sure that everything is still in good working order. Portable
battery jump starters allow for convenient jump starts without having to connect two cars. They
are becoming increasingly compact too, so you can store them in your vehicle at all times as an
emergency tool. Lead acid batteries must be charged constantly to maintain that charge.
Leaving a lead acid battery on the shelf for 6 months will degrade the battery, especially in
extreme cold weather. In severe cold weather, a battery can freeze, which will short out the
plates and the battery will no longer charge. When a battery freezes, the sides of the box will
bulge. Corrosion is a problem with all batteries. A little Vaseline on the terminals goes a long
way to protect against corrosion. Another solution is liquid electrical tape , which creates an
airtight seal, but it has to be cut off before removing the battery cable. The battery can only do
its job when the connections are intact. All terminals must fit tightly so that you cannot wiggle
them by hand. You have to be careful with side-post terminals, as you can strip the threads and
actually break into the case, causing electrolyte to leak out. After obtaining a degree in
Automotive Technology from Technical University of Munich, Philipp worked as a technician in
various Volvo dealerships. He has long been a car owner and enthusiast. With over 20 years
experience in the automotive industry, he has great discussions about car that provide you
interesting information of most famous cars. Excellent list of brands. Maybe you can provide a
link to the chargers that you recommend. I was going to buy a new battery but before that I read
this article, this article gave me a lot of help in buying a new battery. Thanks for posting such
article I really appreciate that. These are the best car battery brands around the corner. This car
batteries review will help everybody to choose the best car battery brand for their car. Thanks
for sharing this article its really helpful. I find their quality rather identical. These were my last 5
batteries and I never get less than 5 years out of them. All Gold â€” 36 mo â€” free replacements
versions. Mostly I also write about batteries on my own blog. Usually I prefer Optima batteries to
my reader, but at the end they are expensive. But now I recommend Odyssey to them.
According to your choice, which battery is good in quality like optima but should little cheap.
Do not buy a Legend battery from Napa. I just had my 3d one replaced in two years , they just do
not hold up. Auto stores like Sears Auto, Advance Auto, Autozone tend to have rapid turnover
of Battery inventory, which means fresh ones are always available. There was an experience of
using XS Power D on my another car -in the winter at a temperature below 20 degrees I did not
experience any problems! Very cheerfully twists even if the car stood in the cold for a whole
week. Another good read for sure. Waiting for an in-depth post about the car battery chargers
and charging options. You were going pretty good until you mentioned NAPA batteries. NAPA
batteries are manufactured by Exide and they have the shortest lifespan and are least
depenable batteries of any local parts store. Exide lost out years ago. Rapid Car check includes
a comprehensive vehicle history check with the service offered as standard, this helps
consumers know if a vehicle is written off, scrapped or worse. Tend to be hit or miss. Leave A
Reply Cancel Reply. Login with Google. Likes Followers Followers. Import used cars directly
from Japan. Maintenance Tips. By Philipp Meister Last updated Dec 28, Philipp Meister. You
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password. A password will be e-mailed to you. Optima Batteries - Editor's Choice. Optima
Batteries D Honda had produced a Honda RC series six-cylinder race bike in the mids, but the
CBX was Honda's first production 6 cylinder road bike with this GP racing engine technology.
Although bulky, it was only two inches wider than a CB This arrangement produced an
acceptable engine width low down and moved critical items out of harm's way in the event of
grounding. Journalist L. Setright wrote of the CBX's width: "Don't tell me that its engine is too
wide: It is no wider than the legs of a rider, so it adds nothing to the frontal area, and personally
I would rather have my legs shielded by a cylinder apiece than exposed to every blow The
model CBX-C model differed little from the model, having only some changes to paint and trim.
In the February issue of Cycle magazine editor Cook Neilson wrote this of a review of a
pre-production bike, after a four-day review at Orange County Raceway, Willow Springs
Raceway , and the Webco dynamometer : "The objective - to build the fastest production
motorcycle for sale anywhere in the world - has been met. The CBX engine is as responsive as a
racer, the nicest cycle motor to ever reach the street. The CBX was pre-dated by the six-cylinder
â€” Benelli Sei based on the Honda CB Four , but it was the latest and most advanced entry into
the competitive superbike market. A review in Cycle magazine called the CBX a "breakthrough
for the Japanese motorcycle industry" and praised its design, concept, and performance. Cycle
Guide praised the bike as "the Vincent Black Shadow of " upon its introduction. In , [16]
Frenchman Georges Martin of the French firm Moto Martin designed and built a lighter and
stiffer nickel tube frame capable of controlling the CBX motor, and supplied this chassis in kit
form. The Moto Martin addressed the handling problems by creating a new rolling chassis. The
new frame was stiffer and lighter than the original and the stock 37mm fork stanchions were
replaced by 42mm versions in Moto Martin forks. A single, rear monoshock was mounted
horizontally under the seat. UK journal Motorcycle News listed the Martin CBX as third-fastest in
their table of road test statistics in , with a top speed of From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article is about the six-cylinder motorcycle made from to American Motorcyclist
Association. Retrieved January 16, Motorcycle Classics. Carole Nash. June 20, Retrieved March
10, Cycle World. Retrieved September 30, Retrieved 11 November Kawasaki Z". Archived from
the original on March 17, Retrieved 10 March March The Telegraph. Full-page colour Honda UK
advertisement. Honda Motorcycles. Motorbooks International. July Retrieved 19 August
Motorcycle News , 17 September , p. Motorcycle News , 16 September archived from the original
21 September January 7, Retrieved August 12, USA Motorcycling. Retrieved January 24, Honda
List of Honda motorcycles. Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor
Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda motorcycles Six-cylinder
motorcycles Sport bikes Motorcycles introduced in Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. CM Twinstar. CB Four. GL Gold Wing. CD Benly.
CB Super Dream. CB Nighthawk. VTR Interceptor. VT Spada. CBN Super Dream. Honda NT
Sport touring. Verza CB Verza. MegaPro CBR Streetfire. CBF Hornet, CMXC Rebel. CMX Rebel.
NM4 Vultus. VF Magna. VTC Shadow. VTCX Fury. VTT Shadow Ace. GLC Valkyrie. VTCS Sabre.
NTV Deauville. VFR Interceptor. ST Pan-European. XLV Varadero. NX Dominator. VFRX
Crossrunner. VFRX Crosstourer. Recover Lost Password. Password must be at least 8
characters. Password must contain a lowercase letter, an uppercase letter, a digit and a special
character! Trying to escape religious persecution and a corrupt political class, Andrew
Demrovsky set his sights on United States of America and the American dream. The dream of
religious and Economic freedom was the driving force to immigrate with his entire family to the
USA. In Andrew Demrovsky came to the United States with a family, a few suitcases, and
dollars. His exceptional talent and rigorous training as a machinist in his home country had
earned him a sponsorship to the U. When he had honored the employment agreement with his
sponsor, he opened a small, two-bay auto repair shop in Norton, Ohio, in , and Euro-Car Service
was born. With his young son and namesake assisting him, Andrew worked exclusively on
Volkswagen vehicles at a time before VW had become an automotive icon. Soon, his reputation
as a skilled, honest craftsman with old world standards and a total commitment to customer
satisfaction enabled him to develop a loyal and growing list of patrons. Andrew was a product
of the strenuous European apprenticeship program, a course of study so demanding that it took
years to complete. All students started by learning that any job-no matter how small-was to be
done the right way, with care and attention to detail. Raw apprentices were assigned a broom
and cleaning supplies and expected to master their use before moving on to more formal
training that included mathematics, welding, machine operation, and scientific principles
commonly reserved for engineering students. With little cash and a family to support, Andrew's
skills as a fabricator and machinist were put to the test making special tools and shop

equipment he could ill afford to purchase. His innovation and determination are legend among
all who knew him. When a furnace for the shop threatened to break the budget, he bought army
surplus truck radiators that were quickly converted into ceiling-mounted heat exchangers, fed
by a handcrafted waste oil furnace. The nine foot deep holes for the in-ground post lifts were
dug by hand, with a post hole digger. Some of his creations endure to this day: an air powered
hydraulic press Andrew fabricated 50 years ago is still chugging away in the ECS Tuning
assembly room. And so it went, one step at a time, with dogged and unrelenting persistence,
and an unfailing belief in his ultimate success, a set of values passed on to his son. After a stint
in the armed forces, Andrew Jr. As the business grew, so did the building. In the s, an addition
to the original building made room for four new service bays. No longer a VW-only shop, the
business took in other European makes. Even then, vehicle performance was part of the mix.
The shop started doing custom repair work and fabrication projects for enthusiasts and owners
of exotic performance cars. For patrons with no plan of attack, Euro-Car Service helped devise
custom design solutions, individualized by vehicle and customer preference. This unique ability
to mix engineering expertise with precision machining created a niche market that enlarged the
client base and set the direction for company growth for decades to come. Happily, the growth
of over-the-counter parts sales grew more than anticipated, making the parts department a
profit center as well as a convenience. Another big change occurred in the s: grandsons Tom
and Brian joined their father and grandfather in the business. The young men took to the
business immediately and made a lifelong commitment to it in their early teens. It was, after all,
in their blood. The continued success of the repair and parts departments gave them the
opportunity to learn all aspects of the business, and help grow it at the same time. As Euro-Car
Service prospered into the s, a fresh interest in European performance cars became a central
theme that would power the company into the next century. In and , Euro-Car Service decided to
move beyond reselling parts, and make a product that would bear the company name. Initial
sales exceeded expectations, starting locally, but soon spreading out of state. When calls
arrived from as far away as Florida, there were smiles all around. With proof that a market for
Euro-car performance products was waiting and ready to be tapped, Euro-Car Service added
new products like silicone boost hoses and stainless steel reinforced brake lines to the product
line. In , a second company called ECS Tuning was formed, with a firm nod to tradition and a
look toward a future that emphasized the sale and development of premium Euro-Car repair
parts and performance products. A website was set up to promote sales and generate phone
orders for repair parts, performance upgrades, and accessories; again, all for German cars.
While the first web site was crude by modern standards and did not accept online orders, it was
quickly tweaked and polished in a series of upgrades, a process of refinement that continues to
this day. Soon, ECS was shipping worldwide to individual customers and developing a network
of carefully selected distributors. In a few short years, a small local parts and service facility in
Norton, Ohio had grown beyond national distribution into a global company, shipping to the
four corners of the earth. During this time, dozens of competitors came and went. Many other
online and mail order parts companies that had shined brightly for a short time had failed in the
long run because they kept irregular business hours and provided inconsistent or non-existent
customer service. Having dealt face-to-face with service clients for years, Tom and Brian
understood the potent and lasting marketing value of prompt, personal service, and the loyalty
it instills in customers. When the web site switched to a full service eCommerce site in , they
decided to maintain and enlarge the live phone service support team to provide personalized
sales and technical assistance during and after the sale. Today, customer feedback is intensely
monitored in an ongoing search for second-to-none customer service solutions. As the third
generation prepared to take the reins at Euro-Car Service, several trends were emerging that
could not be denied:. Sales numbers showed a unique opportunity for a company that could
ship a turbocharger on Monday, then send fluids, filters, and spark plugs to the same vehicle
owner on Tuesday. Patterns clearly indicated that customers smart enough to add a
sophisticated performance accessory would demonstrate similar pride of ownership by doing
common maintenance and repairs. If one-stop shopping was a key to future growth, the catalog
of available parts had to be large enough to please a larger customer base and fill orders
quickly and efficiently. That meant making a standing commitment to growing the parts catalog.
Today, the ECS parts database contains over 1. All product descriptions are researched and
written in house. If products were to be developed and sold under the company name, they had
to be carefully designed and engineered, and then manufactured to the highest possible
standards. Only carefully selected products, designed, manufactured, and tested for fit and
performance would bear the ECS Tuning name. In , the decision was made to close the still
successful service business. After 44 years, Euro-Car Service would no longer accept or
schedule service appointments. Instead, it would concentrate its energies on increasing the

sale of parts and accessories, with ongoing improvements to customer service. More
importantly, the company made a major commitment of time and resources to an all new
research and development team tasked with developing a new generation of ECS-engineered
products, adding value and performance to the product line. This forward-looking business
model was a jarring departure from tradition, but the initial success of the new venture left little
time for second-thoughts. A fast growing inventory soon filled the old building to the point of
gridlock, forcing the company to rent additional storage at outlying locations. During this time,
a search for a new company headquarters began. The new home of ECS Tuning would have to
be large enough to house sales, the support team, shipping, programming, marketing, research
and development, and warehouse operations, and still leave room for future growth. A building
was chosen in rural Wadsworth, Ohio, with three times the space needed to accommodate
existing needs. After its purchase, it took a full six months of planning and renovation to
prepare the new facility. In , the entire ECS staff showed up for a memorable weekend moving
blitz that transferred the entire parts inventory, tools and equipment, and office furniture from
multiple remote locations to the new Wadsworth facility. Remarkably, the entire move was made
in two days, with the web site up and running again and the electronic doors open for business,
bright and early the following Monday. Since that hectic weekend in , ECS Tuning has continued
to thrive. The staff has grown fivefold. That extra floor space available on moving day? Filled
long ago with parts, products, and equipment. With over 1. An active and fully engaged
management team closely monitors all business functions. The early business plan remains,
with refinements based on statistical analysis of daily operations and customer feedback. All
operations are handled in house. Web design and programming, marketing and photography,
inventory management and shipping, product applications, customer service and tech support,
and research and development tasks are all performed by ECS Tuning employees. As we move
deeper into the 21st century, we cling to old values, remembering our roots, even as we
embrace change. That's why we still answer the phone, an increasingly rare service in a world
of automated phone-bots which would be cheaper for us, but a lot more aggravating for you.
Our skilled and pleasant live support staff is ready to assist you from a. EST Monday - Friday
and a. EST Saturday. That's why we tweak and polish the web site interface to improve
navigation, and streamline the ordering process. That's why we constantly monitor shipping
policies and deliveries, tracking your order and solving problems if they arise. That's why our
staff of engineers makes a stringent quality control regimen part of our new product
development cycle. Many companies would love to have our impressive parts database, with
over 1. Amazing, but for us, that is not good enough. Our database never stops growing.
Staying current with the explosion of part numbers caused by new models and increased
vehicle complexity is a challenge we gladly embrace. To maintain and improve the size and
diversity of our parts coverage, a large and growing staff of full-time product specialists
researches, evaluates, and adds new products and part numbers, daily. To make our product
descriptions the best and most useful in the world, our staff photographers work full time
adding studio quality product images of database items to help customers evaluate prospective
purchases. We know of no other company making this commitment. Our goal? In addition to
ECS Tuning products and those from select aftermarket suppliers, customers can now search
for genuine, original equipment parts by vehicle type, or by simply typing in the part number.
That turns the ECS Tuning search bar into a virtual parts counter for each of our major
European brands, allowing customers to shop from the convenience of their keyboards. How
good is our parts catalog coverage for major German makes? Now customers can search these
brand names for repair parts, accessories, and problem solvers, all available at affordable
prices. Each of the four brands is evaluated continually to bring fresh, innovative products to a
changing market. Unlike some competitors that limit themselves to a market niche or a certain
brand or model, we are never satisfied with yesterday's cars and twentieth century products.
Ongoing research keeps us current on new automotive trends and emerging technologies.
Instead of the empty marketing promises offered by many others, we have a large and growing
Research and Development Department-a real bricks-and-mortar commitment-staffed by bright,
energetic engineers who share our collective love for the German car experience, and
performance products to make them better. Our team works in a dedicated, hospital-clean
department, complete with lifts and professional repair tools. Combining the power of human
imagination, CAD, and 3D printing technology, dozens of new products are always in various
stages of design, testing, and pre-production. From digital design to dyno, we are eagerly
developing a new generation of exciting air intake, suspension and braking, and powertrain
performance products bearing-and backed-by the ECS Tuning name. We're confident you'll like
what you see. Today's ECS Tuning is the fruit of a fifty year old vision, dreamed boldly by a man
who chose America as his home, back in For over five decades, that dream and an

uncompromising dedication to excellence have been handed down from father to son and
grandsons. It comes as no surprise, then, to see the exciting company-wide changes taking
place. As we grow, our new employees bring their skills and enthusiasm to the adventure,
guided by the wisdom and experience of our current staff. Like all aspects of our business, the
expectation of change is nurtured and tempered by the stability of a long-held vision that
honors and rewards hard work. From product development to web enhancements; technical
support to shipping, marketing to product application, all of us at ECS Tuning are fine tuning
our collective enterprise with our eyes on a bright future, remembering the honorable traditions
that brought us this far. ECS Tuning is not affiliated with any automobile manufacturers. Cancel
Add. Create Account. Enter your email address below and instructions to reset your password
will be emailed to you. Please try again, or Reset Your Password. Email Password Password
must be at least 8 characters. Passphrase Zip Code. Home Page About Us. Early days. One
block at a time, the new home of the new business rises from an empty field in Norton, Ohio.
Initially, the building had room for only two bays and a multipurpose office and storage area.
Andrew Demrovsky Sr. Early air-cooled engines required regular maintenance that included
frequent oil changes, servicing the oil bath air cleaner, and adjustment of the generator belt
tension and engine valve lash. The engines had no oil filter, only a mesh strainer that was
cleaned and reinstalled. Regular maintenance also included lubrication of the torsion arms and
king and link pins, adjustment of the steering box, brake shoes, and clutch cable. Spark plugs,
and ignition points and condenser were routinely replaced at mile intervals, a far cry from
today's electronic ignition systems that have no serviceable parts. The engine analyzer in the
background is a clear indication of the company's early commitment to cutting edge
technology. Advanced for its day, the Sun engine test console included voltmeter, ammeter,
vacuum and fuel pressure gauges, battery load tester, and an oscilloscope. Only premium
repair facilities like Euro-Car embraced this technology and knew how to read and interpret
scope patterns and the raw data collected during diagnostic tests. Word of mouth is powerful
advertising. No longer a VW-only shop, by the s owners of other European cars had discovered
Euro-Car, and the parking lot soon sprouted Porsches, Benzes, and Audis. The added business
created an urgent need for more space, and the building footprint was extended to add four
service bays. Here, a new facade on the enlarged building proudly displays the company name
in bold letters. The Euro-Car commitment to cutting edge diagnostics continued as
technologies changed. A banner promoting the company's Sun Rastronic Diagnostic System is
proudly displayed in the service bays. No job too small, no project too big. A never give up
attitude from day one. The motto was not to give a customer a reason to go anywhere else, a
motto that is still followed today. VWs and other German makes still dominated the Euro-Car
parking lot in the s, but the vehicle makeup changed to include exotic British, French, and
Italian models, most of them bred for performance. Lotus, Ferrari, and Rolls Royce models
might all be seen gracing the lot in a single day. During this period, a second expansion to the
building added a dedicated parts department, and a new parking area was added behind the
building to reduce, but never quite eliminate, the parking crunch. By the mid 90s, the parts
business was growing at a healthy clip. By the s, the parts department in the old building had
grown to a point where computers were needed to manage inventory, update price changes,
and track sales. The evolution from Euro-Car-a repair and parts business-to ECS Tuning, a
vendor of performance parts and accessories seems inevitable in retrospect. A
Customer-Centered Plan for Success As the third generation prepared to take the reins at
Euro-Car Service, several trends were emerging that could not be denied: Sales numbers
showed a unique opportunity for a company that could ship a turbocharger on Monday, then
send fluids, filters, and spark plugs to the same vehicle owner on Tuesday. Wall-to-wall and
floor-to-ceiling, the parts inventory overflowed the available space in the old facility as ECS
shifted into overdrive. With shelf room exhausted, additional off site storage was added,
although it was a temporary solution. ECS Tuning needed a larger home. Working Hard for
Today; Planning for Tomorrow Many companies would love to have our impressive parts
database, with over 1. An ongoing pursuit of excellence permeates all aspects of our business.
Our full time videographer and photographers generate all images used for marketing, online
ads, and collateral materials. In-house development lets us monitor quality, and polish every
aspect of our business, from photos to performance upgrades. The Chevrolet Cavalier is a
compact automobile produced from to by General Motors. What can cause this? I'm driving this
2K 4Runner. Drives lovely. Went from low idling to the idle getting too low to keep the battery
charged to the above mentioned issue. Will start right back up, because the battery somehow
has enough cranking amps. Idle for a few seconds and die. But if I keep enough pressure on the
throttle it will rev without issue. It died a few minutes ago. Checked the battery and moisture on
top. I took cover off and one cell was low. Put water in it but I still have the issue of the motor

stalling when warm. Its intermittent as well. The engine stalling out completely tonight but
tomorrow it may run just fine or idle just under RPM. This information will tell us alot. Also
check for a fault code. This should leave a bread crumb trail so your not replacing parts you
dont need. Phillip Takahashi. After too much wear IE if you have defects, overheated the car,
neglected oil changes, bad combustion over time etc etc etc the piston rings and cylinders will
not mate and seal properly causing low compression and blow-by. While cold, the ring-cylinder
mate is tight, keeping the combustion gasses from blowing by and allowing the engine to run.
As the engine heats up the ring-cylinder mate becomes looser so that the engine will run
smoother and easier Enough blow-by will eventually mean that each stroke is not powerful
enough to maintain engine rotation. Test the compression of each cylinder per the tool
instructions and note the compression of each cylinder. You also typically want cylinders to be
within about psi of each other. IF it is indeed bad compression, you will have to buy new piston
rings and have your cylinders re-honed I just wanted to say that your comment reminded me of
a Japanese scooter I had. The valve cover had a bad gasket seal, and after I put JB Weld gasket
maker on it. There scooter would idle just fine. I'm going to check the valve cover seal on my
4runner. Also, tonight, my 4runner attempted to put me down. I made it home by driving with
both feet. I had to keep pressure to throttle pedal. I'm thinking the throttle body is dirty, the
throttle cable is stretched, AND the valve cover is in need of a new gasket seal. My car would
randomly quit some days run all day so would not start it was the main relay witch caused the
computer to burn a spot in it from the bad connection. I had a Honda Legend Acura Legend.
That had the exact identical problem and solution. I happily paid just to enjoy that smooth ride
on the back roads with the windows down and the sunroof back. Thai Olea. The problem that
happens alot is with crank position sensors. Once they heat up to operating temperature they
stop work intermittently like a faulty oil pressure sensor does. You will have to let your engine
cool off before your crank position sensor will begin to work again. This is often misdiagnosed
as ignition problems but when this sensor fails, pcm cant time spark ignition so there will be no
spark. I'm experiencing a similar problem it's a mazda bj sp20 2. Check your crank shafts
position sensor clean it make sure it's not damaged and the check to see how your car doing.
Just change it out if you wanna be sure but they do fail. Any codes popping up for misfire? Fuel
pump could also be failing. I'll comment on the CPS. It won't make your vehicle "randomly"
stall. What it will do is make it run like the motor has a combination of bad gasoline, bad air
intake, and bad compression. All at once. A bad CPS will make you think the motor is about to
actually explode out of the engine bay and make the tires fall off, and the whole world is about
to end. You distinguish the faulty sensors based on the motors performance. O2 sensors lead
you to think of valves or fuel system. You can distinguish what's wrong after you have enough
problems. You just have to remember what was checked to fix the problem. If you have a honda
or a low quality brand, they wont have protection from the CPS failing so in certain vehicles, the
engine will keep running as he describes above. It will attempt to keep running using the
remaining sensors available. Vacuum issues will be evident in your fuel trim. If you have a
vacuum leak, the engine will adjust its fuel mixture and send a code to your OBD2 for Rich
Conditions. Your fuel trim will be high. It does sound like a fuel problem. Could be the fuel
pressure regulator or vacuum valve controlling it is bad, this would allow vapor lock. So check
on that. Also pull your plugs and see what they look like at the face. Just a start and let us know
how you are progressing. Good Luck. I have a Honda CRV works great for 5 minutes until the
engine gets up to temperature and then all the sudden shuts off as though the fuel is shut off
but what's really happening is the spark is stopped and it's because my coil shorts out after it
heats up it's an ignition coil.. Duane Donaldson. Its actually sounds like a very dirty throttle
body, when the engine is cold and cooler, the idle air controller is allowing more air past the
closed throttle body butterfly valve throttle plate so it runs good, but when fully warmed up the
idle will suffer when this bypass valve is no longer bypassing extra air into the engine past the
throttle body butterfly valve. Use a good safe cleaner and wipe the throttle body all inside as
much as you can and open the throttle and clean as deep as you can and then while running a
bit faster than idle spray cleaner into the other holes you may see where air will bypass the
throttle plate. I believe this will cure your problem of stalling at idle. James Thompson. I agree
with the crank angle sensor diagnoses. The odds are a crank sensor or an electrical connector
or a wiring problem from the sensor to the ecm. You might get a random misfire code or a crank
angle code. Good luck! Renault Megan a model. Starts well in the morning but once it gets warm
it jerks and slows until itn stops and stalls if you briefly switch off the engine for 3 seconds and
restart it it starts well and moves for 3 to 5km and stalls again. It will do so all the way till you
get home. If going up the gradient it stops more often but as you glide down the slope it can
move longer before it stalls. It's a bad 02 sensor the fuel is closed until it heats up and then the
fuel system goes into open loop and that causes the fuel pressure to drop and the car or truck

starts to cut out , start skipping and die. I have the same problem on my 88 prelude. Engine
check light ON. Took it off, cleaned it, looks like it moves. Put it back on and engine purred at
operating temp. Then it started doing it again. Any suggestions are welcome! Fix Your Stuff.
Back Answers Index. Vern Rep: 49 2 1. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to
new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 4. Idles fine until warm. Once
warm idles a bit and decreases to 0 RPM. After some research I got a lineup: throttle body is
dirty need a new battery fuel filter fuel pump It died a few minutes ago. Thats specific detail.
Issue killed an alternator. Currently brand new OEM alternator from Toyota installed. The
alternator didnt solve low idle issue or the stalling. Post the screenshot here. The All-New. The
high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Phillip Takahashi Rep: PS- in
nuvola player
audi s4 brochure
vt calais stereo wiring diagram
ternet searches seem to turn up compression problems for later model Cavaliers. Was this
answer helpful? Thank you. When I got home, I checked the throttle pedal. It had play in it. The
throttle body doesn't have an idle screw that I can find with my own eyes lol. Thanks to
everyone on this form. Score 1. I foolishly sold it to help a stranger. I hope he is treating Sabrina
well Thai Olea Rep: 13 1. Im having the issue stated above and no CEL. The motor will sound
like it is being forced to operate despite it's lack of desire to turn. Timing leads you timing and
ignition. MAF leads you to intake and exhaust, and maybe fuel system. Score 0. Duane
Donaldson Rep: 3. What you left here could be my problem. Just idles poorly. Your solution
actually fixed a scooter I had for a while. I'm definitely going to check the throttle body. How
hard is it to clean the throttle body??? Thank you for posting here. James Thompson Rep: 1.
Add your answer Vern will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.

